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Abstract

Thomson Legal and Regulatory participated in the
CLIR task of the NTCIR-4 workshop. We submitted
formal runs for monolingual retrieval in Japanese,
Chinese and Korean. Our bilingual runs from Chinese
and Korean to Japanese rely on English as a pivot lan-
guage.

During our monolingual experiments, we compared
building stopword lists using query logs to building
stopword lists from collection statistics with further
manual editing. We investigated decompounding for
Korean, more precisely partial credit of compound
parts. Finally we incorporated pseudo-relevance feed-
back in our Japanese runs.

Our bilingual approach was an experiment to con-
struct a system within a short timeframe using publi-
cally available resources. The low quality of retrieval
suggests that such an approach is not viable in a real
environment.

Keywords: stopword lists, Korean compounds,
pseudo-relevance feedback, online resources.

1 Introduction

Thomson Legal and Regulatory participated in
the Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval task of the
NTCIR-4 workshop. For this year’s participation, we
participated in four subtasks: monolingual Japanese
retrieval, monolingual Chinese retrieval, monolingual
Korean retrieval, and pivot bilingual retrieval using
English as the pivot language. Characteristics of the
tasks and collections are described in [10].

At NTCIR-3, we participated in the Japanese, Chi-
nese and bilingual subtasks and investigated word ver-
sus character n-grams indexing and associated query
syntax. NTCIR-4 is our first attempt at Korean and
pivot bilingual retrieval.

With our monolingual experiments, we explore
three directions: stopword lists, pseudo-relevance

feedback for Japanese retrieval, and the handling of
compound terms for Korean retrieval.

Our approach to pivot bilingual retrieval is a crude
attempt to provide bilingual retrieval in a short time-
frame by using publically available translation re-
sources and tools. Our goal was to assess the quality
of such systems built in a couple of days on top of a
monolingual retrieval system.

In Section 2, we briefly present our base retrieval
system. Section 3 describes our monolingual exper-
iments with building stopword list. Section 4 sum-
marizes our approach to handle compounds in Ko-
rean searches and Section 5 discusses our results with
pseudo-relevance feedback. Section 6 reports on our
pivot bilingual search effort. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.

2 The WIN system

The WIN system is a full-text natural language
search engine, and corresponds to TLR/West Group’s
implementation of the inference network retrieval
model. While based on the same retrieval model as the
INQUERY system [4], WIN has evolved separately
and focused on the retrieval of legal material in large
collections in a commercial environment that supports
both Boolean and natural language searches [23].

2.1 Indexing

During indexing, we used words as indexing units.
Words are identified using a third party tokenizer. For
NTCIR-4, we used the tokenizer included in the Lin-
guistX toolkit commercialized by Inxight [9]. Where
appropriate, words are also stemmed using the same
toolkit. In particular, stemming Korean terms using
the toolkit helps us identify compound terms.

WIN does not apply a stopword list during index-
ing, but it does when searches are performed. As a
result, all terms are indexed, although it is possible to
omit some terms in document length statistics.
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2.1.1 Document Scoring

WIN supports various strategies for computing term
beliefs and scoring documents. We used a standard
tf-idf for computing term beliefs in all our runs. The
belief of a single concept is given by:

belterm(Q) = 0.4 + 0.6 ∗ ntf ∗ nidf

where

ntf =
log(tf + 0.5)

log(tfmax + 1.0)
(1)

nidf =
log(C + 0.5) − log(df)

log(C + 1.0)
(2)

andtf is the number of occurrences of the term within
the document,tfmax is the maximum number of oc-
currences of any term within the document,df is the
number of documents containing the term andC the
total number of documents in the collection.tfmax is
an approximation for document length.

The document is scored by combining term beliefs
using a different rule for each query operator [4]. The
final document score is an average of the document
score as a whole and the score of the best portion. The
best portion is dynamically computed based on query
term occurrences.

2.1.2 Query formulation

Query formulation identifies concepts in natural lan-
guage text, and imposes a structure on these queries.
The structure corresponds to the shape of the belief
network. In many cases, each term in the natural
language text represents a concept, and a flat struc-
ture gives the same weight to all concepts. In other
cases, misspellings, phrases or compounds can intro-
duce more complex concepts, using operators such as
“natural phrase”, “compound”, or “synonym”.

Identifying concepts is based on removing terms
that do not convey meaning. Stopwords are a typical
example of such terms. Patterns that occur frequently
in queries are another example, for instance phrases
like “Find cases about” or “Relevant documents may
include”. WIN relies on manually defined lists to per-
form that processing. At this point, we only identify
stopwords for Asian languages.

3 Experiments with stopword lists

With this set of experiments, we focus on how
to construct stopword lists with little or no language
knowledge. In particular, we constrast leveraging col-
lection information and query log information.

3.1 Prior work

In recent years, several approaches have been put
forward to create stopword lists in the context of non-
English document retrieval.

Savoy [22] relies on collection statistics and addi-
tional manual filtering. Savoy follows the method pro-
posed by Fox [6] and applies it to several European
languages.

Another common approach is to translate an En-
glish stopword list into the target language. Chen and
Gey [2] propose a variant, where stopwords in Arabic
are identified as translating to only English stopwords.

Finally, stopwords and noise patterns can be man-
ually identified from queries. This is the current ap-
proach in WIN, where the English stopwords and
noise patterns were manually identified. McNamee
[12] relies on a similar approach, where English pat-
terns are extracted from TREC query logs and later
automatically translated.

3.2 Experiments

We constructed stopword lists for each language
following two different approaches: collection and
query log statistics.

Using collection statistics For each language, we
extracted then most frequent terms in the collection.
In the reported experiments, we arbitrarily setn = 300
for Japanese andn = 200 for Chinese and Korean.
We used the NTCIR-3 collection for Japanese, while
we used NTCIR-4 data for Chinese and Korean. The
Japanese and Chinese lists were further edited by a na-
tive speaker. The Korean stopword list was normalized
using stemming.

Query log statistics We experimented with auto-
matically extracting stopwords from query logs. Using
all fields in NTCIR-3 queries, stopwords were iden-
tified as terms that occurred in more than x% of the
queries. In the experiments reported below, we set
x = 20%. We found no significant differences whenx
was set between20 and40%.

3.3 Results and discussion

Table 1 summarizes statistics about stopword lists
per language. Interestingly, lists generated from query
logs are not subsets of lists generated from collection
statistics. Some Japanese examples of stopwords only
identified by the query log approach arē�K (to
be related) orG�� (to fulfill, to satisfy).

Table 2 reports average precision (MAP) when no
stopword list is used (none), when the stopword list is
built using collection statistics (collection), and when
stopwords are extracted from query logs (query log).



Language Collection Query log Overlap
Collection only
(query log only)

Japanese 289 45 28 261 (17)
Korean 128 41 22 106 (19)
Chinese 117 38 22 96 (16)

Table 1. Summary of stopword list statistics. Each entry corresponds to the number of
stopwords in the list. Terms in common are reported in the overlap column while differences
are reported in the last column.

We observe that, on average, short queries (us-
ing the Title field only) are not affected by stop-
word processing. However certain individual short
queries may be affected. For instance, Japanese query
012 performs worse after stopword removal using
the collection-based list, because the termg (light,
bright) is identified as a stopword. Similarly, Korean
query 009 performs worse after stopword removal us-
ing the collection-based list.

Longer queries tend to benefit more from stopword
processing, although results vary per language. The
differences between the D, DN and TDNC runs with
no stopword removal are interesting. One might ex-
pect the lack of stopword processing to affect longer
queries more drastically. Our interpretation of the
results is that, as queries grow longer, the influence
of stopwords on document scores is diluted if query
concepts are strongly identified. This is indeed the
case when the Title and Concept field (run TDNC)
are added to the more discursive fields Description and
Narrative (runs D and DN).

It is interesting to note that Korean runs with de-
scription fields do not benefit from stopword process-
ing. We have not yet been able to explain this behav-
ior. Our intent is to further examine those differences
and investigate the interaction between stopwords and
compounds.

There is no statistical difference between stopword
lists based on collection statistics and stopword lists
based on query logs. Because there is little overlap
between the stop lists, this suggests that our collection-
based stopword list requiress further examination.

Most queries achieve the same performance under
both condition. However we observe that certain in-
dividual queries are affected. For example, in the
Japanese D run, query 058 performs better using the
stoplist based collection statistics, while query 041
performs better using the stoplist based on query logs.
In the case of query 058, the termð� (to retrieve) is
not identified as a stopword using query logs, while it
was part of the human-edited collection stopword list.
Reciprocally,). was not identified as a stopword
because it was not in the stoplist based on collection
statistics.

Similar examples can be found in Korean and Chi-
nese. For instance, query 030 unexpectedly benefits

from the query log based stoplist whenyã is iden-
tified as a stopword.

Generating stopword lists from query logs is ef-
fective inasmuch as the anticipated queries follow the
same patterns. A collection-based stopword list that is
human edited is effective for more general queries.

In future work, we would like to revisit the arbitrary
thresholds used in the experiments above. In particu-
lar, we aim to investigate whether the thresholds can be
set automatically from collection and query log char-
acteristics.

4 Experiments with Korean compounds

4.1 Prior research

We consider Korean as a compounding language,
as it allows for the dynamic creation of terms by con-
catenating known words into sequences.

Yun et al [24] describe a retrieval model for Ko-
rean based on word formation. They identify the root
of simple words, and the multiple roots in compound
words. They propose a scoring algorithm that gives
credit to terms that partially match compounds, and
find the proposed method to perform on par with a n-
gram approach.

During Cross-Lingual Evaluation Forum (CLEF)
campaigns [3], researchers have found that, for Ger-
man, Dutch or Finnish, breaking compounds into parts
and searching on the parts was beneficial to both
monolingual and crosslingual retrieval [8, 15].

Finally, character n-grams have been found effec-
tive for both European and Asian languages. The
approach is to use character n-grams instead of or
combined with words (cf. McNamee and Mayfield
at CLEF[13] and previous research at NTCIR-2 and
NTCIR-3 [17, 18]). By using n-grams, the problem of
identifying compounds is alleviated.

4.2 Experiments

Our Korean experiments with decompounding
build upon our experience with German compounds
[16].



Relax Rigid
Language Fields none collection query log none collection query log
Japanese T 0.3685 0.3657 0.3585 0.2684 0.2680 0.2637
Japanese D 0.2812 0.3505?? 0.3584?? 0.2098 0.2647?? 0.2580??
Japanese DN 0.2960 0.4126?? 0.4036?? 0.2346 0.3173?? 0.3088??
Japanese TDNC 0.3557 0.4370?? 0.4264?? 0.2815 0.3368?? 0.3275??
Chinese T 0.2092 0.2080 0.2133 0.1783 0.1771 0.1792
Chinese D 0.1793 0.1972?? 0.2016?? 0.1378 0.1536?? 0.1563??
Chinese DN 0.2138 0.2561?? 0.2590?? 0.1741 0.2093?? 0.2092??
Chinese TDNC 0.2350 0.2639?? 0.2680?? 0.1913 0.2143? 0.2177?
Korean T 0.3166 0.3136 0.3139 0.2849 0.2821 0.2820
Korean D 0.2601 0.2587 0.2748 0.2318 0.2297 0.2469
Korean DN 0.3188 0.3469?? 0.3450?? 0.2875 0.3130?? 0.3105??
Korean TDNC 0.3499 0.3732?? 0.3694?? 0.3167 0.3382?? 0.3346??

Table 2. Performance comparison between stopword processing. Performance is expressed
at average precision. The ??,? sign indicates a statistical difference with the base run “none”
with α = 0.01, 0.05 using the sign test. Our Chinese and Korean official runs correspond to
the collection column.

Indexing We index both simple terms, compound
terms and parts of compound terms. This allows us
to use a single index, but vary query formulation.

Query formulation We investigated different for-
mulations: No Decompounding(ND), Strict Phrases
with Partial Credit (StrictPC),Loose Phrases without
Partial Credit (Loose), andLoose Phrases with Par-
tial Credit (LoosePC). Due to our indexing scheme,
No decompoundingcorresponds to strict phrases with
no partial credit. Table 3 summarizes the differences
between the query structures in the above approaches.
Loose phrases correspond to a proximity of 3 between
the terms in the phrase. Partial credit introduces com-
pound parts as search concepts and allows part A from
compound A#B in the query to match on term A, com-
pound A#B, or compound A#C in documents.

ND A#B
StrictPC A#B〈w〉 A〈w1〉 B〈w1〉
Loose NPHR(A B)
LoosePC NPHR(A B)〈w〉 A〈w1〉 B〈w1〉

Table 3. Query formulation for compound
term A#B. The weights w and w1 control
how much the compound and its parts
respectively contribute to the score.

4.3 Results and discussion

Table 4 summarizes our experimental results with
decompounding. In the reported experiments, we gave
more importance to parts than to the compound itself
by settingw = w1/2. We are currently examining

different weighting schemes on the compound parts to
assess the impact of weights on results.

Some of the results surprised us. In particular, we
expectedLoose phrases without Partial Creditto per-
form at least as well asNo Decompoundingsince loose
phrases can capture compounds as well as phrases.
Upon further examination of results, we noticed that
loose phrases were actually too permissive and cap-
tured terms that were unrelated, instead of capturing
compound terms. As a result, relevant documents were
pushed down the result list.

Partial credit proved very helpful to counter-
balance the influence of phrases, and somewhat help-
ful with strict phrases. This is consistent with the find-
ings of Yun et al. [24] on partial matching.

However, we were disappointed by the lack of sig-
nificant differences betweenNo Decompoundingand
Strict with Partial Credit runs. This behavior can
be explained by a bias introduced by our indexing
scheme. While compound terms in queries can not
match simple terms in documents, simple terms in
queries can match both simple and compound terms in
documents. We intend to evaluate the stricter approach
where simple terms can only match simple terms to
complete our effort on handling compounds.

5 Experiments with Pseudo-relevance
feedback

Our last set of experiments focused on query ex-
pansion through pseudo-relevance feedback. We re-
stricted these runs to the Japanese subtask.

There has been a lot of interesting research and
results on the subject. For example, the relevance
feedback incorporated in OKAPI BM-25 model has



Relax Rigid
Fields ND StrictPC Loose LoosePC ND StrictPC Loose LoosePC
T 0.2904 0.3201 0.2756 0.3136? 0.2675 0.2899 0.2506 0.2821?
D 0.2300 0.2632 0.2052 0.2587? 0.2108 0.2365 0.1827 0.2297?
DN 0.3253 0.3495 0.3108 0.3469? 0.2959 0.3176 0.2821 0.3130?
TDNC 0.3471 0.3778? 0.3378 0.3732? 0.3183 0.3433 0.3072 0.3382?

Table 4. Average precision (MAP) of Korean runs. Our official runs correspond to LoosePC
runs. The ? sign indicates a statistical difference with the base run (No partial Credit) with
α = 0.05 using the sign test.

been successfull at CLEF (cf. [22]) and at NTCIR
(e.g. [20]). Sakai and Sparck-Jones [21] and Lam-
Adesina and Jones [11] investigated using document
summaries to support pseudo-relevance feedback.

By contrast with recent developments, our approach
is simpler and follows the work outlined by Haines and
Croft [7].

5.1 Experimental settings

Term selection We use a Rocchio-like formula to
select terms for expansion:

sw =
β

|R|
∑
d∈R

(ntf ∗ nidf) − γ

|R|

∑
d∈R

(ntf ∗ nidf)

whereR is the set of documents considered rele-
vant,R the set of documents considered not relevant,
and|X| corresponds to the size of setX. ntf andnidf
are defined in Section 2.

Note that we select terms for expansion solely on
the basis of documents. We do not favor terms that ap-
pear in the original query during term selection. The
sets of documentsR andR are extracted from the doc-
ument list returned by the original search:R corre-
spond to the topn documents, andR to the bottom
m.

Reformulated query We append selectedN terms
to the original query, when the selected terms do not
already appear in the query. In addition, each added
term is weighted by thentf part of the selection
weight.

Parameter settings We used NTCIR-3 as a train-
ing corpus to select the number of relevant and non-
relevant documents, as well as the number of terms to
add to the query.

5.2 Results and discussion

During our training phase, we observed that our ap-
proach was very sensitive to the chosen parameters.
The set of parameters selected during those runs seem

to carry over to the NTCIR-4 runs. Table 5 summa-
rizes the performance of these runs. Average precision
and precision at 5 documents improved when pseudo-
relevance feedback was added. However, differences
are not statistically significant. Precision at 20 docu-
ments on the other hand tends to degrade with pseudo-
relevance feedback.

A detailed analysis reveals that individual queries
are greatly affected by pseudo-relevance feedback, ei-
ther positively or negatively (cf. Table 6). Indeed, we
observe that nearly half of the longer queries (runs DN
and TDNC) have a variation greater than 10%, while
80% of the short queries (runs T) exhibit a similar vari-
ation.

We find the impact of relevance feedback with short
queries less predictable. So far, we have identified the
following factors to partially explain the variability of
our results:

• the length of the original query,

• the number of relevant documents returned in the
first n by the original search,

• the number of relevant documents returned in the
bottomm documents by the original search, and

• the relative length of documents selected to ex-
tract terms for query expansion.

We finally discuss the behavior of search of a cou-
ple of queries, queries 026 and 012. Query 026 is neg-
atively impacted by more than 40% in all relevance
feedback runs, but not for the same reasons. The orig-
inal T run returns no relevant document in the top 5,
but returns one relevant document in the bottom 20. In
the original DN and TDNC runs, one document in the
top 5 is not relevant but its length is much greater than
the length of other documents, and expansion terms
are selected from that document. We need to study this
phenomenom further to understand whyntf failed to
prevent such selection.

On the other hand, query 012 is positively impacted
by more than 20% when long queries (fields DN and
TDNC) are used. In both cases, the original search re-
turns 5 relevant documents in the top 5 and no relevant
document at the bottom of the result list.



Relax Rigid
Parameters Fields MAP P5 P20 MAP P5 P20
No PRF T 0.3657 0.5782 0.5755 0.2680 0.4255 0.4064
n = 5,m = 20, N = 20, β = γ = 11 T 0.3885 0.6145 0.5636 0.2965 0.4545 0.4127
n = 20,m = 20, N = 5, β = γ = 12 T 0.3545 0.5964 0.5473 0.2719 0.4509 0.4091
No PRF DN 0.4136 0.7055 0.6282 0.3178 0.5673 0.4709
n = 5,m = 20, N = 20, β = γ = 13 DN 0.4337 0.7382 0.6436 0.3363 0.6109 0.4955
No PRF TDNC 0.4372 0.7309 0.6536 0.3370 0.5782 0.4882
n = 5,m = 20, N = 20, β = 1, γ = 44 TDNC 0.4466 0.7563 0.6673 0.3484 0.5927 0.5045
n = 5,m = 20, N = 20, β = γ = 1 TDNC 0.4466 0.7673 0.6545 0.3467 0.6255 0.4964

Table 5. Performance for pseudo-relevance feedback runs. 1 corresponds to official run
tlrrd-t-02. 2 corresponds to run tlrrd-t-03. 3 corresponds to run tlrrd-dn-04. 4 corresponds
to run tlrrd-tdnc-01

Relax Rigid
∆ > 10%
(+/-)

∆ > 20%
(+/-)

∆ > 40%
(+/-)

∆ > 10%
(+/-)

∆ > 20%
(+/-)

∆ > 40%
(+/-)

tlrrd-tdnc-01 24 (14/10) 12 (7/5) 2 (0/2) 28 (17/11) 17 (11/6) 3 (1/2)
tlrrd-t-02 45 (18/27) 35(13/22) 21 (6/15) 39 (16/23) 45 (21/24) 21 (7/14)
tlrrd-t-03 39 (19/20) 27 (14/13) 16 (7/9) 38 (21/17) 30 (17/13) 15 (10/5)
tlrrd-dn-04 27 (17/10) 18 (13/5) 4 (3/1) 30 (20/10) 18 (13/5) 5 (4/1)

Table 6. Number of queries affected positively (+) or negatively (-) by relevance feedback
processing. ∆ refers to the relative difference in average precision for each query.

To sum up, pseudo-relevance feedback is help-
ful for some queries, but not for others. We found
the proportion to be very close to 50% and pseudo-
relevance feedback, as we implemented it, not reliable
enough. We believe that pseudo-relevance feedback
could be rendered more effective if we could iden-
tify whether a query is likely to provide a good orig-
inal first search. We plan to further investigate this
issue, possibly building upon the approach proposed
by Cronen-Townsend et al [5].

6 Bilingual experiments using a pivot
language

Our involvement with bilingual retrieval was mini-
mal. We attempted to provide bilingual retrieval in a
short timeframe by using publically available transla-
tion resources and tools.

6.1 Building a bilingual driver

Our approach consisted in building a translation
layer on top of our monolingual search engine, with
no changes to the search engine.

To construct the translation layer, we were faced
with direct translation and translation through a pivot
language. An initial Web search failed to provide
us with online tools that could translate Chinese and
Korean into Japanese. Thus we decided upon the

pivot language approach, having found resources for
the English-Chinese, English-Korean and English-
Japanese pairs of languages.

We build some tools to automatically query two on-
line resources: Babelfish [1] and the Chinese-English
online dictionary [14].

For our Chinese-English-Japanese experiments, we
used word-by-word translation, while we translated
whole sentences during our Korean-English-Japanese
runs.

Chinese-Japanese At the time of the experiments,
Babelfish was not supporting Chinese to English trans-
lation1. We relied on the MDBG Chinese-English dic-
tionary to translate Chinese terms into possibly mul-
tiple English terms, and Babelfish to translate an En-
glish term into a single Japanese term. When multiple
English translations were found, we grouped their cor-
responding Japanese versions under a SUM node, thus
giving the same importance in the final structure query
to terms with a single translation and terms with many
translation.

Chinese concepts were identified by removing stop-
words; English stopwords were not translated to
Japanese. Finally, when an English term had no
Japanese translation, we substituted the original Chi-
nese term.

1We may have failed to automate client to query Babelfish for
the Chinese-English language pair.



Korean-Japanese We translated the whole Korean
query to English using Babelfish. The translated En-
glish sentence was in turn translated to Japanese, again
using Babelfish. Japanese stopwords were removed as
part of the regular Japanese query processing part of
the search engine.

Overall, it took us a couple of days to build the
translation tools and integrate them into a search
driver.

6.2 Results

Table 7 summarizes the performance of our official
runs. Without surprise, the performance is rather poor,
in Chinese-Japanese runs in particular. We suspect that
our Chinese query processing and stopword identifica-
tion fail to identify good search concepts. This is con-
sistent with our monolingual Chinese runs, where our
performance is below average.

Following these results, we believe that bilingual
retrieval and in particular pivot language bilingual re-
trieval can not be performed by adding a simple trans-
lation component to a monolingual search engine.

We may explore a number of different approaches.
First, using English as a pivot language may not be
suited for Asian languages. We may want to exam-
ine using an Asian language instead. Next, TLR has
done some work with similarity thesauri and building
bilingual lexicons from corpora in Western European
languages. We may be able to extend our approach to
non-European languages.

7 Conclusion

TLR submitted runs in monolingual and bilingual
retrieval for this year’s NTCIR workshop.

Our approach to bilingual did not focus on research
issues, but rather resource availabilities and rapid im-
plementation. We use English as a pivot language be-
cause free machine translation tools or bilingual dic-
tionary are readily available for that language. Our
poor performance during the workshop show that less
crude approaches are required to address crosslingual
search satisfactorily.

For our monolingual experiments, we explored
three issues: creating stopword lists automatically,
handling Korean compounds during search, and ex-
panding queries using pseudo-relevance feedback.
While our performance in the monolingual subtasks
was below our expectation, we consider our participa-
tion helpful to our research.

We found that, when queries follow an anticipated
format, query logs can be successfully leveraged to
extract stopword lists. However, in the case of more
general queries, we forecast that the more traditional
approach using collection statistics and human editing
is more robust. In future work, we plan to investigate

how best to select terms using collection statistics to
limit manual editing.

With the Korean retrieval subtask, we studied the
impact of compounds on search. In particular, we
showed that partial credit, i.e. using compound parts
as well as the whole compound, was promising. Our
future effort may focus on different weighting schemes
for partial credit.

Our first study of pseudo-relevance feedback pro-
duced mixed results. This may be a consequences
of our choices and implementation of the approach.
However, our analysis has prompted future work and
we may focus on predicting how well queries can per-
form for a given collection.
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